Here is some inspiration for what research you could do:
- You could find some pictures of Land Rovers doing
cool and exciting things to give you ideas

Here are some tips from Veronica herself,
to help you write your Landy or Fender
adventure!
• Decide whether you are going to write about
Landy or Fender, or you can write about both of them!

- You could ask a grown up about something
adventurous they’ve done in a Land Rover
- You could just make up a story about something that
you’d like to see or do!

- Make sure you get to know Landy and Fender, you can
watch Veronica’s read aloud books here and here, or you
can find the actual books themselves here.

• Write a longer story, then edit, edit, edit! Take out all
the unnecessary words and sentences. If you ramble too
much, your story won’t be so interesting. Remember you
story must be no more than 500 words, so make sure
they count!

•Think of things they could do or get involved with
– you can have Jack, Dan, Scamp and Molly in your
story too. If you don’t know who Jack, Dan, Scamp
and Molly are, watch the videos above to find out!

• It’s important to read your story out loud many times
to hear what it sounds like – maybe read it to people in
your family or friends. Keep correcting and improving it.

• Find a piece of paper and write down all the ideas that
come into your head, so you don’t forget them.
- You don’t have to use all the ideas and you might think
of more later on, which you can add.
• Think of the outline for your story then put something
in it that involves an emotion; it could be excitement or
disappointment, happiness or sadness, bravery or fear,
struggle or mystery …and these are only a few ideas!
• If you need help with ideas; speak to people, look
around you, use your own experiences, books and the
internet. This is called research. Veronica speaks to lots
of people when she writes her Landy and Friends books.

• The first part of the story sets the scene.
• The middle part of the story has the drama.
• The end brings the threads together – it’s good if the
ending can link in with something at the beginning.
of your story. Maybe there was a problem that needed
solving …did they manage to solve it? Or did they plan
an adventure…did it happen and was it a happy or
difficult adventure? Or did something happen to make
them change their plans?

And the most important tip of all is….
to have fun! We can’t wait to read your stories
and we hope you enjoy writing them.

